
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table1 Decision makers, policy levers, unit of measure and explanations  

Player Policy Lever (unit of measure) Explanation 

Municipality Events (n. of events) Number of cultural/touristic event hosted on average by the municipality 
 AVG Event Contribution 

(euro/event per year) 
The average supplying of funds per event per year 

 Cleaning, Urban space planning and 
garbage collection (n. of people) 

The level of services provided to keep the town clean, safe and well organized 

 Resources to museum (euro/year) The supply of fund to local museum 
 EU-Based projects (n. of projects) The number of projects through which apply for EU call for tenders 

 Surplus allocation (%) Fraction of cumulative surplus (if any) to current expenditure 
Museum Exhibition (n. of exhibitions) The number of exhibition organized on average by the museum 
 Per Exhibition Contribution 

(euro/exhibition per year) 
The average resources spent per exhibition per year 

 Concert (n. of concerts) The number of concerts organized on average by the museum 
 Per concerts Contribution 

(euro/concerts per year) 
The average resources spent per concerts per year 

 Networking expenses (euro/year) Resources invested in brochures, flyers and project with local partners 
 Surplus allocation (%) Fraction of cumulative surplus (if any) to current expenditure 
 Project with school (n. of Projects) The number of projects run by the museum 
Restaurants Unit Price (euro/customer) The average price payed by customer 

 Markup (dimensionless) The ratio between the price of and its cost 

 Working days per year (days/year) The average number of working days in a year 

 Networking expenses (euro/year) Resources invested in brochures, flyers and project with local partners 

 Personal Income (euro/year) Amount of resources taken per year (from bank account) as personal income by 
the owner 

 Maintenance reduction fraction (%) The percentage of obsolescence tolerated by the owner 

 % of bank account to invest (%) Fraction of new investment financed through restaurant funds(the rest fraction 
through back loan). 

 New investment switch Decision to invest in expanding capacity 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 


